Dear Fellow Equestrians,

2018 has been an exciting year for Amerigo, Equilibrium, EA Mattes, and Vespucci. Riders sporting these brands around the world have risen to top rankings in dressage, show jumping and eventing - many of them remaining competitive at the top levels for years. The take away is this, across disciplines, these brands help horses perform and win at the highest levels of sport, which translates into trusted products for riders of all levels. WEB is honored to offer equipment to riders at all levels who diligently seek out products they deem worthy of their horses. The well-being of the horse is always our first goal.

What’s new in these pages for 2019? Look for beautiful new strap and accessories from Amerigo and Vespucci. And we’re excited about Mattes gaining momentum in Western sports; you’ll find the top sellers in this catalog. Equilibrium has once again gone above and beyond with new Therapy products, as well as a total revamp of the Impact Sports boots - we think you will love them!

As always, we thank you for your trust in our products and service. In it together,

Robin
Owner & CEO

---
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Proven performance worldwide, year after year, Amerigo Vega saddles are a favorite in the dressage arena, on cross country, and show jumping for one main reason: they work! Providing correct balance for the rider, and excellent fit for the horse that complements the natural dynamic of the horse in motion; Vega saddles are the saddle of choice for discerning riders. Designed with independent Swiss style wool flocked panels, beautiful Italian leather, precision craftsmanship, and an array of fitting options.

Narrow, Wide, and Extra Wide trees available by special order.

***Amerigo saddles and strap goods are vegetable tanned, NOT dyed. We recommend the use of Amerigo leather care products (Page 13) and avoiding products with alcohol.

Vega Dressage Deluxe Special

SRP $5,100.00 • Item #51831 • Q0134000019
Material: Calfskin • Color: BK
Tree: N, M, MW, W, XW • Seat: 16”, 17”, 18”
The Vega Dressage Deluxe is designed with a traditional covered block, rather than an exterior block on the outside of the flap. Beautiful Italian calfskin provides extra grip.
Great for professionals and amateurs alike

The Vega Dressage is an extremely comfortable and accommodating saddle. This saddle offers a well balanced and moderately deep seat that encourages proper positioning of the seat and leg. Anatomically shaped blocks follow the angle of the thigh. The unique V-Billet system is designed with a sliding attachment to allow proper position of the girth for the comfort of the horse.

Amerigo Vega
Monoflap Dressage

SRP $4,750.00 • Item #51871- A • Q0131500019
Material: Calfskin • Color: BK
Tree: N, M, MW, W, XW • Seat: 16", 17", 18"
Flap Length: Normal is stocked. Short, Long, Extra Long, and Forward available by special order.
Beautiful Italian Calfskin provides extra grip. Monoflap saddle.
All available by special order only.

The ‘Siena’ features a special ergonomic flap designed by Peter Menet, which provides a great option for riders. The integrated soft calf skin covered exterior kneeroll is designed to ensure support while also allowing for a relaxed, free and efficient leg position. The Siena flap offers flexibility for the rider’s leg length, and is also suitable for the longer legged riders, and riders that prefer to ride with more angle in their hip and knee.

Amerigo Vega
Siena Special Dressage

SRP $4,900.00 • Item #51891- A • Q0132500019
Material: Calfskin • Color: BK
Tree: (Same tree as Vega Dressage) N, M, MW, W, XW • Seat: 16", 17", 18"
Flap Length: Normal is stocked. Short, Long, and Extra Long available by special order.
Beautiful Italian Calfskin provides extra grip. Available in a dual-flap or monoflap option.
All available by special order only.

The Vega Close Contact Siena Dressage is a fitting solution designed specifically for horses with short backs and normal withers. The straighter tree offers a secure, balanced ride on horses that need a close contact fit. Available in a dual-flap or monoflap option.
The Amerigo Vega Jump, a beautifully made and very versatile saddle is designed to put the rider in the correct balance and position on top of the movement, rather than behind it. Featuring anatomically designed knee and thigh blocks that are supportive, but do not hinder your movement in the saddle.

Narrow, Wide, and Extra Wide trees available by special order.

Amerigo Vega Jump

SRP $4,100.00  •  Item #51951 -  •  Q0127000019
Material: Printed Leather  •  Color: BR, OB, NM & BK by special order
Tree: N, M, MW, W, XW  •  Seat: 16", 17", 18"
Flap Length: Normal is stocked. Short, Long, Extra Long, and Forward available by special order.

Amerigo Vega Special Jump

SRP $4,500.00  •  Item #51952-  •  Q0130000019
Material: Calfskin  •  Color: BR, OB, NM & BK by special order only
Tree: N, M, MW, W, XW  •  Seat: 16", 17", 18"
Flap Length: Normal, Short, Long, Extra Long and Forward
Beautiful Italian Calfskin provides extra grip. Dual-flap saddle.
All available by special order only.

Amerigo Vega Monoflap Jump Saddle

SRP $4,500.00  •  Item #51971- A -  •  Q0130000019
Material: Calfskin  •  Color: BR, OB, NM & BK
Tree: N, M, MW, W, XW  •  Seat: 16", 17", 18"
Flap Length: Normal is stocked.
Short, Long, Extra Long available by special order.
Beautiful Italian Calfskin provides extra grip. Monoflap saddle.
Peter Menet created and designed Amerigo Strap Goods with his philosophy of using the natural biomechanics of the horse to create accessories that help optimize the horse's true potential. Amerigo Accessories are made from the finest materials and are technically designed to provide the highest level of quality, durability, comfort, and performance available for the horse.

### Amerigo Leather Colors

- Black
- Brown
- Oakbark

### Custom Combination Breastplate

SRP $395.00 • Item #890605 • Q012350019
Sizes: C, H • Color: BK, BR, OB
This uniquely designed breastplate features an elastic strap configuration that attaches to the girth and up to the D-rings and applies a gentle pressure that influences the elevation of the withers and rounding of the neck, assisting in half halts and jumping. Comes with running attachment.

### Martingale Bib

SRP $160.00 • Item #890705 • Q01960019 • One Size • Color: BK, BR, OB
This intelligently designed bib was made with the Custom Combination Breastplate in mind, but can be used with a variety of breastplates. Features an elastic inset that provides greater rein control, allowing each rein to function independently.
Amerigo Short Girths

Custom Breastplate with Running Attachment


Amerigo rider Daniel Deusser, International Show Jumper

SRP $300.00 • Item #890500
Q011880019 • Size: H • Color: BK, BR, OB

Amerigo Short Girths

Special Short Girth with Elastic Insets

SRP $350.00 • Item #813341 • Q012240019
Size: 24”-32” • Color BK, BR, OB

Protector Short Girth with Vibram®

SRP $475.00 • Item #813486 • Q012850019 • Size: 24”-32” • Color BK, BR, OB

Designed to direct pressure to the horse’s sternum, which is less sensitive to pressure than the rib cage. The shape and innovative use of the materials protects and alleviates the elbow area from rubs.

Vibram is a strong rubber that provides excellent protection while its flexibility and softness is also very comfortable for the horse.
Amerigo Jump Girths

Special Jump Girth with Elastic Insets
SRP $325.00 • Item #813641 • Q012000019 • Size: 50”-56” • Color BK, BR, OB

Designed to direct pressure to the horse’s sternum, which is less sensitive to pressure than the rib cage. The shape and innovative use of the materials protects and alleviates the elbow area from rubs.

Special Jump Girth with Elastic Insets on Both Ends
SRP $325.00 • Item #813643 • Q012000019 • Size: 50”-56” • Color BK, BR, OB

Black or Oakbark are by special order only

Protector Jump Girth with Vibram®
SRP $485.00 • Item #813487 • Q013150019 • Size: 50”-56” • Color BK, BR, OB

Designed to direct pressure to the horse’s sternum, which is less sensitive to pressure than the rib cage. The shape and innovative use of the materials protects and alleviates the elbow area from rubs.

Vibram is a strong rubber that provides excellent protection while its flexibility and softness is also very comfortable for the horse.
Amerigo Jump Girths

Stud Protector Event Girth with Leather

SRP $460.00 • Item #813485 • Q012750019 • Size: 24”-32” • Color BK, BR, OB

Stud Protector Event Girth with Vibram®

SRP $475.00 • Item #813484 • Q012850019 • Size: 24”-32” • Color BK, BR, OB

Vibram is a strong rubber that provides excellent protection while its flexibility and softness is also very comfortable for the horse.

Amerigo Stud Protector Girths

Long Stud Protector Girth with Leather

SRP $575.00 • Item #813683 • Q013450019 • Size: 50”-56” • Color BK, BR, OB

This girth provides excellent protection while its flexibility and softness are also very comfortable for the horse. The soft calfskin leather and elastic on the sides fit easily to the horse and do not cause any interference in the sensitive elbow area which can hinder the horse’s movement.
Anatomic Stud Protector Girth with Vibram

SRP $575.00 • Item #813684 • Q013600019 • Size: 50”-56” • Color BK, BR, OB
The Amerigo Stud girth features the unique combination of high quality calfskin and rubber. The soft calfskin leather and elastic on the sides fit easily to the horse and do not cause any interference in the sensitive elbow area which can hinder the horse’s movement. The three-fold elastic on both ends allows for a centralized fitting.

Vibram is a strong rubber that provides excellent protection while its flexibility and softness is also very comfortable for the horse.

Amerigo rider Edwina Tops-Alexander
International and Olympic Show Jumper

Protector Stud Girth with Vibram

SRP $600.00 • Item #813488 • Q014000019 • Size: 50”-56” • Color BK, BR, OB
A revolutionary protector stud girth. The pressure from the girth is directed on the horse’s sternum, which is less sensitive to pressure, and the special shape and innovative use of materials protects the delicate area around the elbow. This girth plays an important role in optimizing the equipment used for improved performance.

Vibram is a strong rubber that provides excellent protection while its flexibility and softness is also very comfortable for the horse.
Amerigo Boots

Designed in conjunction with Edwina Tops-Alexander for minimum bulk and maximum protection for even the finest legs. Lined with calfskin to reduce the risk of overheating during use. The elastic straps with stud fastenings or Velcro® are quick and easy to use.

Pialotta Open Front Boots

SRP $350.00 • Item #414600
Q012100019 • Sizes: M, L
Color: BR, OB

Pialotta Fetlock Boots

SRP $280.00 • Item #414500
Q011550019 • Sizes: M, L
Color: BR, OB

Pialotta Open Front Boots II with Velcro®

SRP $350.00 • Item #414601
Q012100019 • Sizes: M, L
Color: BR, OB

Pialotta Fetlock Boots II with Velcro®

SRP $280.00 • Item #414501
Q011550019 • Sizes: M, L
Color: BR, OB
**Amerigo Strap Goods and Leather Care**

**Stirrup Irons**
SRP $285.00 • Item #510522 • Q011680019 • Silver, Gold and Black

Amerigo Stirrup Irons are made from aluminium and the special design of the surface holes creates a self-cleaning tread, as well as excellent grip for all types of boots. Furthermore, the 30° inclination of the hole through which the stirrup leathers are threaded allows the stirrups themselves to be constantly in the correct position, therefore enhancing the grip further on the rider’s boot. Available in black, silver, or gold with black tread, the Amerigo stirrup iron combines hi-tech qualities and comfort, in keeping with Amerigo’s philosophy aimed at innovation and attention to detail for both horse and rider.

**Soft Balm**
SRP $39.00 • Item #510531 • 500ml
For regular maintenance. Helps to protect the leather from the elements, and provides a comfortable grip for the rider.

**Soft Oil**
SRP $38.00 • Item #510532 • 500ml
We recommend an application of oil before initial use. Regular application of the oil (every 8-12 weeks) will help to maintain the suppleness of the leather.

**Soft Clean**
SRP $27.00 • Item #510533 • 500ml
Non-soapy cleaner which removes dirt and sweat from the leather without drying it out.

**Soft Care**
SRP $44.00 • Item #510534 • 500ml
A detergent complete with moisturising formula. Ideal for daily use.

---

**Mono Stirrup Leathers**
SRP $198.00 • Item #811250 • Q011220019
Sizes: 48”- 68” • Colors: BK, BR, OB
Calfskin covered nylon, strong and super soft for that close contact feel.

**Amerigo Leather Care**

**Stirrup Leathers**
SRP $198.00 • Item #811250 • Q011220019
Sizes: 48”- 68” • Colors: BK, BR, OB
Durable nylon lined Italian-made stirrup leathers covered in calfskin with matching stitching. Half hole spacing allows for precise, easy adjustment. Oakbark color is Special Order Only.

**Synthetic Stirrup Irons**
SRP $240.00 • Item #510523-BK • Q011420019 • Black
Made from a lightweight, hard wearing synthetic material with changeable grips for extra security.

**Mono Stirrup Leathers**
SRP $185.00 • Item #811260 • Q011120019
Sizes & Colors: BK 56”- 64”, BR 52”- 56”
Calfskin covered nylon, strong and super soft for that close contact feel.

---

***Amerigo saddles and strap goods are vegetable tanned, NOT dyed. We recommend the use of Amerigo leather care products and avoiding products with alcohol.***

WorldEquestrianBrands.com
If you are looking for a bridle with innovative design that puts the horse's comfort and performance first, look no further! Following an exhaustive study of equine anatomy more than two decades ago, Peter Menet learned where a horse is susceptible to facial pain and injury, inspiring him to literally reinvent the bridle. Vespucci's proven design incorporates the biomechanics of a horse in motion, pressure points on the horse's head, and the best way to communicate between rider and horse. All Vespucci Bridles offer a signature padded Single Crownpiece, padded nose and browband, and adjustable padded protection under the jaw. With Vespucci, your bridle is more than a tool. It is an Instrument of Performance.

**Dressage Series**

**Double Raised Snaffle Bridle**

SRP $305.00 • Item #810420H • Q011500019
Sizes: C, H • Colors: BK
The double raised design on the noseband and browband offers a distinctively attractive look on any horse, making it our best seller!
*Reins sold separately.*
- 5/8" cheeks
- 1 1/2" crank noseband
- 7/8" browband

**Double Raised Weymouth Bridle**

SRP $470.00 • Item #810418H • Q012340019
Sizes: C, H • Colors: BK
The double bridle of choice for professional and amateur riders. Features elegant double raising.
*Includes leather reins with stops and European-style curb reins.*
- 5/8" cheeks
- 1 1/2" crank noseband
- 7/8" browband

International Eventer Sharon White using a Vespucci Double Raised Snaffle
Plain Raised Dressage Bridle

SRP $256.00 • Item #810416H • 0011280019
Sizes: C, H • Colors: BK
A classical look for every horse.
• 5/8” cheeks • 1” noseband • 7/8” browband • Reins sold separately.

Plain Raised Dressage Bridle

SRP $280.00 • Item #810423 • 0011400019
Sizes: H • Colors: BK
A favorite featuring a broader noseband for a popular look in the ring.
• 5/8” cheeks • 7/8” browband • 1 1/2” noseband • Reins sold separately.
Fancy Raised Figure-8 Bridle

SRP $280.00 • Item #810473 • Q011400019
Sizes: C, H • Colors: BR, OB
Beautiful and functional, you will love all the features of this Fancy Raised Figure-8 Bridle. Unique design with a comfortable padded leather figure-8 stabilizer to disperse pressure.
- 5/8" cheeks • 3/4" browband

Reins sold separately.

Square Raised Figure-8 Bridle

SRP $280.00 • Item #810474 • Q011400019
Sizes: C, H • Colors: BK, BR
Elegant square raising adds beauty to the function of this unique bridle. Features a padded leather figure-8 stabilizer that disperses pressure.
- 5/8" cheeks • 3/4" browband

Reins sold separately.

Fancy Raised Jump Bridle

SRP $275.00 • Item #810454 • Q011360019
Size: C, H • Colors: BR
Fancy stitching on the noseband and browband gives this bridle an elegant look.
- 5/8" cheeks • 3/4" browband • 1" noseband

Reins sold separately.

Plain Raised Jump Bridle

SRP $265.00 • Item #810455 • Q011300019
Size: C, H • Color: BR
The plain raising on this bridle is understated and elegant.
- 5/8" cheeks • 3/4" browband • 1" noseband

Reins sold separately.

Grand Prix rider, Aaron Vale, using a Vespucci Figure-8 Bridle

Square Raised Figure-8 Bridle

Grand Prix rider, Aaron Vale, using a Vespucci Figure-8 Bridle
**Vespucci Hunter Series**

**Fancy Raised Hunter Bridle**

SRP $410.00 - Item #810434 - Q012050019
Size: C, H • Color: BR, OB

A classical look for the show ring with features for high performance and elegant white fancy raised stitching.
- 1/2" cheeks and stainless steel hardware
- 3/4" browband
- 1" noseband • *Includes matching laced reins.*

**Plain Raised Hunter Bridle**

SRP $395.00 - Item #810435 - Q011950019
Size: C, H • Color: BR

Plain raising with white stitching gives this bridle a refined look perfect for the hunter ring.
- 1/2" cheeks and stainless steel hardware
- 3/4" browband • 1" noseband
- *Includes matching laced reins.*

**Veritas Fancy Raised Hunter Bridle**

SRP $500.00 - Item #710434 - Q012450019
Sizes: C, H • Colors: BR

Luxuriously padded single crownpiece, beautiful fancy stitched noseband, square raised but flatter and broader than normal for an elegant look. *Includes matching laced reins.*
- 1/2" cheeks • 1 1/16" noseband
**Breastplate with Running Martingale Attachment**

SRP $310.00 • Item #810531 • Q011550019
Size: H • Color: BK, BR, OB

Allows the horse complete freedom of movement and ultimate comfort. Innovative padded “U” shaped yoke at the chest distributes pressure evenly. Maximum range of motion is ensured by elastic inserts at the shoulders and fully adjustable shoulder and chest pieces. Detachable running attachment with elastic inserts on the forks.

---

**Breastplate Running Martingale Attachment Replacement**

(not pictured)

SRP $80.00 • Item #810532 • Q01400019
Size: H • Color: BR, OB

Replacement running attachment to be used with the Vespucci Breastplate. Buckle fastener allows for easy attachment and adjustment.

---

**Standing Martingale**

Fancy SRP $220.00 • Item #810962 • Q011100019
Sizes: C (BR), H (BR, OB)

Plain SRP $196.00 • Item #810964 • Q01980019
Size: H • Color: BR

Designed to pair with Vespucci Hunter Bridles. Available in fancy raised and plain raised. Fully adjustable around the neck and at the girth for the best fit possible.

---

**Running Martingale**

SRP $205.00 • Item #810924 • Q011000019
Size: H • Color: BR

A perfect complement to the Vespucci European Competition Series Bridles. Fully adjustable around the neck and at the girth for the best possible fit.
Made with trademark class and quality, there is a pair of Vespucci reins to suit any need and complement any of our bridles! Vespucci reins are beautifully made and sturdy to ensure years of excellent performance.

**Fancy Raised Laced Reins**
SRP $170.00 • Item #810021 • Q01850019
Sizes: 54” • Colors: BR, OB

**Leather Reins w/Grips and Hook Studs**
SRP $140.00 • Item #811142 • Q01700019
Sizes: 54” • Colors: BK

**Hunter Curb Reins**
SRP $112.00 • Item #811143 • Q01560019
Sizes: 54” • Colors: BR

**Plain Raised Laced Reins**
SRP $165.00 • Item #811144 • Q01820019
Sizes: 54” • Colors: BR

**Eventing Reins with Buckles**
SRP $156.00 • Item #811146 • Q01740019
Sizes: 60” • Colors: BR

**Dressage Curb Reins with Hook Studs**
SRP $125.00 • Item #811149 • Q01620019
Sizes: 54” • Colors: BK

**Rubber Reins with Buckles**
SRP $154.00 • Item #811181 • Q01700019
Sizes: 54” • Colors: BK, BR, OB

**Rubber Reins with Hook Studs**
SRP $154.00 • Item #811182 • Q01700019
Sizes: 54” • Colors: BK

**Edwina Jumper Reins with Buckles**
SRP $164.00 • Item #811183 • Q01820019
Sizes: 51” • Colors: BK, BR

**Edwina Jumper Reins with Hook Studs**
SRP $164.00 • Item #811184 • Q01820019
Sizes: 51” • Colors: BR

**Rubber Reins with Stops and Buckles**
SRP $164.00 • Item #811185 • Q01820019
Sizes: 54” • Colors: BK, BR

**Rubber Reins with Stops and Hook Studs**
SRP $164.00 • Item #811186 • Q01820019
Sizes: 54” • Colors: BK, BR
**Plain Raised Noseband with Crank**

SRP $150.00 • Item #810033
Q01740019 • Sizes: C, H • Colors: BK
This crank noseband will pair with any Vespucci Dressage Bridle.

**Double Raised Leather Halter**

SRP $196.00 • Item #815041 • Q01980019
Colors: BK • Size: C, H
Bold and unique double raised halter with full padding and brass fittings. Buckles on the noseband and at both sides of the crown piece. Clip on one side.

**Fancy Stitched Leather Halter**

SRP $156.00 • Item #815043 • Q01780019
Colors: BR • Size: C, H
Beautiful fancy raised halter with white stitching and brass fittings. Fully adjustable and padded at noseband and crownpiece. Clip on one side.
If you're riding in Vespucci Bridles you are used to the best... the best in fit, comfort, and quality. Complement your favorite Vespucci Bridle with Vespucci Browbands.

**Veritas Contoured Swarovski Crystals**

SRP $118.00 • Item #710001 • Q01580019 • Size: C, H • Color: BK
Shaped with round Swarovski crystals.

**Queen Swarovski Crystals**

SRP $180.00 • Item #810209 • Q01850019 • Size: H • Color: BK
Padded with a pattern that combines round petite and medium square Swarovski Crystals.

**Petite Double Pearl**

SRP $88.00 • Item #810205 • Q01440019 • Size: C, H • Color: BK
Padded with two strands of Petite Pearls.

**Silver Clincher**

SRP $60.00 • Item #810204 • Q01300019 • Size: C, H • Color: BK, BR
Padded silver clincher.

**Brass Clincher**

SRP $60.00 • Item #810203 • Q01300019 • Size: C, H • Color: BR, OB
Padded brass clincher.
Quality - E.A. Mattes Sheepskin Pads are made with only the finest quality sheepskin and a one-at-a-time mentality that ensures product quality. Pads are handmade from start to finish with attention to detail that is unparalleled. Each hide is thoroughly inspected, hand picked for quality, and made with full hides to ensure no seams contact the horse's back.

Design - The anatomically correct topline design of Mattes Sheepskin Pads follows the contours of the horse's back and allows for a perfect fit under the saddle. The patented SPINE FREE® Design ensures the spine is not in contact with any seams, fabric, or tension which eliminates the risk of rubs and pressure on the sensitive area of the back around the spine.

Function - Sheepskin has long been known for its amazing natural properties including heat dissemination, breathability, and the ability to eliminate friction and bounce. This cannot be imitated by wool pile, artificial fiber product, or foam.

Correction - The Mattes CORRECTION®-SYSTEM was recently rated the #1 therapeutic pad on the equine market by the Horse Journal. The Mattes CORRECTION®-SYSTEM helps maintain balance and straightness for horses that change form through a season or have asymmetries. POLY-FLEX® Shims are resilient, do not bottom out like foam or other materials, and allow incremental adjustments to be made easily. The shims are 5mm thick, designed to be layered, and are easily trimmed with scissors to taper the ends and create a pressure free fit if multiple shims are necessary.

Care Instructions - Wash with MELP, a detergent that includes regreasing properties to keep sheepskin in top condition. Regular detergents can dry the sheepskin and lessen the quality of the pad. Hand or machine wash in cold water on the gentle setting. Gently pull into shape. Lay flat to dry. Do not expose to sun or dry with heat. DO NOT USE CHLORINE BLEACH.

* In order to maintain your satisfaction guarantee warranty for Mattes products, MELP must be used when washing.

How to Order Your Mattes Couture Pad

Step 1. Choose the Style of Mattes:
654789 Dressage Euro-Fit Pad with Bare Flaps and Rear Trim

Step 2. Choose a Quilt Color: Silver (48)

Step 3. Choose a Sheepskin Color: Light Blue (29)

Step 4. Choose a Binding Color: Light Blue (109)

Step 5. Choose Color(s) for 1, 2 or 3 Rows of Piping:
Silver (11) and Ice Blue (45)
(Not available on half pads)

Mattes Pads are known worldwide for their quality and design innovations. Following this tradition of excellence, Mattes is proud to present the E.A. Mattes Couture Collection: a combination of quilt, sheepskin, binding, and piping colors that allow you to design a truly unique pad.

***All Mattes items are available in custom colors, please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery
E.A. Mattes Couture Collection Colors

E.A. Mattes Quilt and Sheepskin Options

Quilt Options

- 01 White
- 11 Champagne
- 60 Blackberry
- 04 Burgundy
- 52 Purple
- 09 Light Blue
- 05 Blue
- 58 Teal
- 15 Navy
- 07 Green
- 14 Olive
- 08 Sand
- 59 Taupe
- 69 Chocolate
- 03 Brown
- 48 Silver
- 06 Dove Grey
- 13 Graphite
- 02 Black
- 18 Turquoise
- 68 Emerald
- 90 Ocean Blue
- 63 Cherry
- 33 Orange
- 92 Green Apple
- 93 Gecko
- 37 Royal Blue
- 94 Fuchsia
- 35 Walnut
- 38 Khaki
- 97 Titan
- 98 Curry
- 99 Safari
- 96 Orchid
- 30 White
- 28 Natural
- 26 Pink
- 29 Light Blue
- 74 Mint
- 39 Sand
- 27 Cognac
- 73 Olive
- 25 Dove Grey
- 75 Linen
- 15 Navy
- 76 Savanna
- 77 Khaki
- 79 Burnt Oak
- 78 Aquamarine
- 33 Red
- 32 Blue
- 31 Green
- 34 Graphite
- 48 Silver
- 46 Honey
- 47 Taupe
- 35 Walnut
- 38 Khaki
- 97 Titan
- 98 Curry
- 99 Safari
- 96 Orchid

Sheepskin Options

- 67 Royal Blue
- 66 Coral
- 65 Platinum
- 64 Brown Sugar
- 70 Whiskey
- 71 Slate
- 41 Ocean Blue
- 44 Plum
- 45 Blackberry
- 46 Honey
- 47 Taupe

Note for Mattes Gold:
Colors are only for Front & Rear Trim. Panels cannot be dyed and are natural.
Swatches of Quilt, Sheepskin, Binding & Piping are Available

$75.00

Complete set: (Quilt, Sheepskin, Binding, and Piping options)

Item number: 630001-COMPLETE SET Q01750019

**Each piping is an additional SRP $16.00
Q0195018
E.A. Mattes Couture Ear Bonnets

Hand crocheted from the finest Egyptian cotton, you will find that only our Mattes bonnets will do as the perfect complement to your pads, girths, and boots. Whether sporting your farm colors in the schooling ring or going clear in a jump-off, the comfort, quality, and excellent fit of the Mattes bonnets are sure to please equestrians with even the most discerning taste.

Couture Ear Bonnet

SRP $98.00 • Q01540019 • Item # 753000
Sizes: C, H, O • Colors: All custom colors are available, net options are the same as the quilt colors (see pages 23-24)
Available with or without fabric patch for logo on the net.

Piping Options
Each piping is an additional SRP $6.00
Q0130019
## Velvet Half Pads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>SRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR:654871V-AP:651871V-</td>
<td>Half Pad w/ Sheepskin</td>
<td>Q011160019</td>
<td>$220.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR:654877V-AP:651877V-</td>
<td>Half Pad w/ Rear Trim</td>
<td>Q011300019</td>
<td>$250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR:654576V-AP:651576V-</td>
<td>Correction Half Pad w/ Sheepskin</td>
<td>Q011600019</td>
<td>$312.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR:654577V-AP:651577V-</td>
<td>Correction Half Pad w/ Rear Trim</td>
<td>Q011750019</td>
<td>$335.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Velvet Square Pads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>SRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR:655179V-AP:652179V-</td>
<td>Square Pad w/ Sheepskin</td>
<td>Q011500019</td>
<td>$295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR:655187V-AP:652187V-</td>
<td>Square Pad w/ Rear Trim</td>
<td>Q011650019</td>
<td>$318.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR:654676V-AP:651676V-</td>
<td>Square Correction w/ Sheepskin</td>
<td>Q011900019</td>
<td>$375.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR:655150V-AP:652150V-</td>
<td>Square Pad (velvet only)</td>
<td>Q01550019</td>
<td>$110.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Velvet Eurofit Pads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>SRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR:654779V-AP:651779V-</td>
<td>Eurofit Pad w/ Sheepskin</td>
<td>Q011500019</td>
<td>$295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR:654789V-AP:651789V-</td>
<td>Eurofit Pad w/ Rear Trim</td>
<td>Q011650019</td>
<td>$318.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR:654476V-AP:651476V-</td>
<td>Eurofit Correction w/ Sheepskin</td>
<td>Q011900019</td>
<td>$375.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR:654750V-AP:651750V-</td>
<td>Eurofit Pad (velvet only)</td>
<td>Q01550019</td>
<td>$110.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pipings are an additional charge
**Each piping is an additional SRP $16.00 • Q0195018
# E.A. Mattes Size Charts

## How to Select The Correct Size Pad:

1. Measure the length of top line along the curvature of the top line. (A to B)
2. Measure the Flap length from the lowest point of the top line to the lowest point vertical. (C to D)
3. Measure the Width of rear cushion from the lowest point of panel to the top line. (E to F)
4. Measure the Flap width (Contoured Pads only) horizontally across the widest part of the flap. (G to H)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>*AP SADDLE SIZES</th>
<th>*DR SADDLE SIZES</th>
<th>LENGTH of TOP LINE</th>
<th>FLAP LENGTH A/P</th>
<th>FLAP LENGTH DR</th>
<th>FLAP LENGTH JP</th>
<th>WIDTH OF REAR CUSHION</th>
<th>FLAP WIDTH A/P</th>
<th>FLAP WIDTH DR</th>
<th>FLAP WIDTH JP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>18.5&quot;</td>
<td>18.5&quot;</td>
<td>19.75&quot;</td>
<td>18.5&quot;</td>
<td>7.0&quot;</td>
<td>14&quot;</td>
<td>13.75&quot;</td>
<td>15.5&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>17-17.5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21.25&quot;</td>
<td>19.5&quot;</td>
<td>21&quot;</td>
<td>19&quot;</td>
<td>7.5&quot;</td>
<td>15&quot;</td>
<td>14.5&quot;</td>
<td>16.5&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17.5-18</td>
<td>23&quot;</td>
<td>20.25&quot;</td>
<td>22&quot;</td>
<td>19.5&quot;</td>
<td>7.5&quot;</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>15.25&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL</td>
<td>18-18.5</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>24.5&quot;</td>
<td>20.25&quot;</td>
<td>22&quot;</td>
<td>19.5&quot;</td>
<td>8.5&quot;</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>15.25&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E. A. Mattes GOLD pads are made from the same design and high quality materials as the sheepskin pads. Instead of full sheepskin panels, the GOLD pads are made with high loft, dense, 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)" long wool on a fabric backing. The front and rear trim are sheepskin which allows the GOLD collection to enjoy all the colors of the Couture Collection (see pages 23-24).

Should Couture Collection colors be desired, the sheepskin trim will be in the selected color while the panels (underside) will be a natural wool color. MELP is still recommended since the GOLD collection pads are still made partially with sheepskin.

* Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.
  * Sizing chart on page 27
E.A. Mattes GOLD Wool Collection

* Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.
* Sizing chart on page 27

**Contour Pad with Bare Flaps**
SRP $136.00 • Q01680019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #354179, AP #351179

**Contour Pad with Rear Trim and Bare Flaps**
SRP $164.00 • Q01820019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #354188, AP #351188

**Gold Square Pad with Bare Flaps**
SRP $155.00 • Q01760019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #355179, AP #352179

**Gold Square Pad with Bare Flaps & Rear Trim**
SRP $185.00 • Q01900019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #355187, AP #352187

**Gold Square Correction Pad with Pockets for Shims with Bare Flaps**
SRP $250.00 • Q011220019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #354476, AP #351476
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

**Gold EuroFit Pad with Bare Flaps**
SRP $155.00 • Q01760019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #354779, AP #352177

**Gold EuroFit Pad with Bare Flaps and Rear Trim**
SRP $185.00 • Q01900019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #354789, AP #352187

**Gold EuroFit Correction Pad with Pockets for Shims with Bare Flaps**
SRP $250.00 • Q011220019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #354476, AP #351476
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

**Gold EuroFit Pad with Bare Flaps**
SRP $136.00 • Q01680019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #354179, AP #351179

**Gold EuroFit Pad with Bare Flaps and Rear Trim**
SRP $185.00 • Q01900019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #354789, AP #351789

**Gold EuroFit Correction Pad with Pockets for Shims with Bare Flaps**
SRP $250.00 • Q011220019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #354476, AP #351476
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

**Gold EuroFit Pad with Bare Flaps**
SRP $136.00 • Q01680019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #354179, AP #351179

**Gold EuroFit Pad with Bare Flaps and Rear Trim**
SRP $185.00 • Q01900019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #354789, AP #351789

**Gold EuroFit Correction Pad with Pockets for Shims with Bare Flaps**
SRP $250.00 • Q011220019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #354476, AP #351476
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

**Gold EuroFit Pad with Bare Flaps**
SRP $136.00 • Q01680019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #354179, AP #351179

**Gold EuroFit Pad with Bare Flaps and Rear Trim**
SRP $185.00 • Q01900019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #354789, AP #351789

**Gold EuroFit Correction Pad with Pockets for Shims with Bare Flaps**
SRP $250.00 • Q011220019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #354476, AP #351476
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)
E. A. Mattes Platinum Sheepskin Half Pads

E. A. Mattes Platinum Sheepskin is the leader in sheepskin pads for quality, density, resilience, and purpose. Designed with no seams on the highest grade sheepskin available; E. A. Mattes Sheepskin Pads, simply put, are beyond comparison. A long time favorite among riders of all disciplines, Mattes are the go to pads in stables all over the world.

Mattes Half Pads fit neatly under the saddle and can be used directly on the horse's back or on top of a quilted pad that has a similar shaped top line, such as the Mattes Quilt Only Pads.

* Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.
* Sizing chart on page 27
* For Couture Collection see pages 23-24

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>SRP</th>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>Colors</th>
<th>Dressage</th>
<th>All Purpose</th>
<th>Jump</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Half Pad</td>
<td>Correction Half Pad with Pockets for Shims</td>
<td>$298.00</td>
<td>Q011500019</td>
<td>S, M, L, XL</td>
<td>WH, BK</td>
<td>#654576</td>
<td>#651576</td>
<td>#656576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Pad with Rear Trim</td>
<td>Correction Half Pad with Rear Trim and Pockets for Shims</td>
<td>$320.00</td>
<td>Q011600019</td>
<td>S, M, L, XL</td>
<td>WH, BK</td>
<td>#654577</td>
<td>#651577</td>
<td>#656577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quilt Only Correction Half Pad with Pockets for Shims</td>
<td></td>
<td>$320.00</td>
<td>Q011600019</td>
<td>S, M, L, XL</td>
<td>WH, BK</td>
<td>#654550</td>
<td>#651550</td>
<td>#656550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#1 by the Horse Journal

E. A. Mattes Platinum Sheepskin is the leader in sheepskin pads for quality, density, resilience, and purpose. Designed with no seams on the highest grade sheepskin available; E. A. Mattes Sheepskin Pads, simply put, are beyond comparison. A long time favorite among riders of all disciplines, Mattes are the go to pads in stables all over the world.

Mattes Half Pads fit neatly under the saddle and can be used directly on the horse's back or on top of a quilted pad that has a similar shaped top line, such as the Mattes Quilt Only Pads.

* Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.
* Sizing chart on page 27
* For Couture Collection see pages 23-24

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>SRP</th>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>Colors</th>
<th>Dressage</th>
<th>All Purpose</th>
<th>Jump</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Half Pad</td>
<td>Correction Half Pad with Pockets for Shims</td>
<td>$298.00</td>
<td>Q011500019</td>
<td>S, M, L, XL</td>
<td>WH, BK</td>
<td>#654576</td>
<td>#651576</td>
<td>#656576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Pad with Rear Trim</td>
<td>Correction Half Pad with Rear Trim and Pockets for Shims</td>
<td>$320.00</td>
<td>Q011600019</td>
<td>S, M, L, XL</td>
<td>WH, BK</td>
<td>#654577</td>
<td>#651577</td>
<td>#656577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quilt Only Correction Half Pad with Pockets for Shims</td>
<td></td>
<td>$320.00</td>
<td>Q011600019</td>
<td>S, M, L, XL</td>
<td>WH, BK</td>
<td>#654550</td>
<td>#651550</td>
<td>#656550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#1 by the Horse Journal

E. A. Mattes Platinum Sheepskin is the leader in sheepskin pads for quality, density, resilience, and purpose. Designed with no seams on the highest grade sheepskin available; E. A. Mattes Sheepskin Pads, simply put, are beyond comparison. A long time favorite among riders of all disciplines, Mattes are the go to pads in stables all over the world.

Mattes Half Pads fit neatly under the saddle and can be used directly on the horse's back or on top of a quilted pad that has a similar shaped top line, such as the Mattes Quilt Only Pads.

* Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.
* Sizing chart on page 27
* For Couture Collection see pages 23-24

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>SRP</th>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>Colors</th>
<th>Dressage</th>
<th>All Purpose</th>
<th>Jump</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Half Pad</td>
<td>Correction Half Pad with Pockets for Shims</td>
<td>$298.00</td>
<td>Q011500019</td>
<td>S, M, L, XL</td>
<td>WH, BK</td>
<td>#654576</td>
<td>#651576</td>
<td>#656576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Pad with Rear Trim</td>
<td>Correction Half Pad with Rear Trim and Pockets for Shims</td>
<td>$320.00</td>
<td>Q011600019</td>
<td>S, M, L, XL</td>
<td>WH, BK</td>
<td>#654577</td>
<td>#651577</td>
<td>#656577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quilt Only Correction Half Pad with Pockets for Shims</td>
<td></td>
<td>$320.00</td>
<td>Q011600019</td>
<td>S, M, L, XL</td>
<td>WH, BK</td>
<td>#654550</td>
<td>#651550</td>
<td>#656550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#1 by the Horse Journal
E.A. Mattes Platinum Sheepskin Square Pads

Mattes Square Pads offer the same benefits of the half pad, but in a full-pad style. The sheepskin panels offer protection while the “bare,” or unlined flaps minimize bulk under the rider’s leg. The flaps are quilted with a layer of POLY-FLEX®, a material that absorbs energy and eliminates bounce.

* Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.
* Sizing chart on page 27

Square Pad without Sheepskin Panels with Front & Rear Trim Only
SRP $135.00  •  Q01700019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #655180, AP #652180, JP #657180

Square Pad with Bare Flaps & Rear Trim
SRP $298.00  •  Q01750019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #655187, AP #652187, JP #657187

Square Correction Pad with Pockets for Shims with Bare Flaps
SRP $345.00  •  Q01180019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #654676, AP #651676
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

Square Pad with Bare Flaps
SRP $278.00  •  Q01400019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #655179, AP #652179, JP #657179

Square Quilt Only Pad
SRP $90.00  •  Q01450019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #655150, AP #652150, JP #657150

Square Quilt Only Correction Pad with Pockets for Shims
SRP $220.00  •  Q01110019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #654650, AP #651650, JP #656650
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

Light Flannel Square Pad
SRP $90.00  •  Q01450019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #655032, AP #652032
Only available in Black or White

Square Quilt Only
SRP $90.00  •  Q01450019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK
DR #655150, AP #652150, JP #657150

Free Mattes Logo upon request

* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)
The EuroFit pattern offers a stylish line along the bottom edge of the pad (there is no change in the pad’s fit). The sheepskin panels offer protection under the saddle, while the “bare” (unlined) flaps minimize bulk under the rider’s leg. The flaps are quilted with a layer of POLY-FLEX® that absorbs energy and eliminates bounce.

* Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.

* Sizing chart on page 27

---

**EUROFIT Pad WITHOUT Sheepskin Panels with Front & Rear Trim Only**

SRP $135.00 • Q001700019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654780, AP #651780, JP #656780

**EUROFIT Pad with Bare Flaps and Rear Trim**

SRP $298.00 • Q001130019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654789, AP #651789, JP #656789

**EUROFIT Pad with Bare Flaps**

SRP $278.00 • Q001400019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654779, AP #651779, JP #656779

**EUROFIT Correction Pad with Pockets for Shims**

SRP $345.00 • Q001180019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654476, AP #651476
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

**LIGHT FLANNEL EuroFit Pad**

SRP $80.00 • Q001450019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #655031, AP #652031
Only available in Black or White

**EUROFIT Quilt Only Pad**

SRP $80.00 • Q001450019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654750, AP #651750, JP #656750

**EUROFIT Quilt Only Pad**

SRP $90.00 • Q001450019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654750, AP #651750, JP #656750

**EUROFIT Quilt Only Correction Pad with Pockets for Shims**

SRP $220.00 • Q0011100019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654450, AP #651450, JP #656450
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)
E.A. Mattes Platinum Sheepskin Contour and Hunter Pads

Mattes Contour Pads have sheepskin panels under the saddle for protection, while the “bare,” or unlined flaps minimize bulk under the rider’s leg.

*Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.

**Hunter Pad with Bare Flaps**
SRP $315.00 • Q011650019 • Item #651170
Sizes: 16.5, 17, 17.5, 18 • Colors: WH

**Correction Hunter Pad with Bare Flaps**
SRP $405.00 • Q012250019 • Item #651171
Sizes: 16.5, 17, 17.5, 18 • Colors: WH
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

**Contour Pad with Bare Flaps**
SRP $248.00 • Q011320019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654179, AP #651179, JP #656179

**Contour Correction Pad with Pockets for Shims with Bare Flaps**
SRP $328.00 • Q011740019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654376, AP #651376, JP #656376
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

**Light Flannel Contoured Pad**
SRP $80.00 • Q011450019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #655030, AP #652030
Only available in Black or White

**Contour Quilt Only Pad**
SRP $80.00 • Q01400019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL
Colors: WH, BK
DR #654150, AP #651150

**Contour Quilt Only Correction Pad with Pockets for Shims**
SRP $210.00 • Q011050019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654350, AP #651350, JP #656350
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

**Contour Pad w/ Edge Trim & Bare Flaps**
SRP $340.00 • Q011810019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654173, AP #651173, JP #656173
SPECIAL ORDER ONLY

**Contour Pad w/ Edge Trim & Bare Flaps**
SRP $275.00 • Q014500019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654188, AP #651188

---

*by the Horse Journal*

E.A. Mattes Platinum Sheepskin Contour and Hunter Pads

Mattes Contour Pads have sheepskin panels under the saddle for protection, while the “bare,” or unlined flaps minimize bulk under the rider’s leg.

*Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.*

**Hunter Pad with Bare Flaps**
SRP $315.00 • Q011650019 • Item #651170
Sizes: 16.5, 17, 17.5, 18 • Colors: WH

**Correction Hunter Pad with Bare Flaps**
SRP $405.00 • Q012250019 • Item #651171
Sizes: 16.5, 17, 17.5, 18 • Colors: WH
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

**Contour Pad with Bare Flaps**
SRP $248.00 • Q011320019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654179, AP #651179, JP #656179

**Contour Correction Pad with Pockets for Shims with Bare Flaps**
SRP $328.00 • Q011740019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654376, AP #651376, JP #656376
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

**Light Flannel Contoured Pad**
SRP $80.00 • Q011450019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #655030, AP #652030
Only available in Black or White

**Contour Quilt Only Pad**
SRP $80.00 • Q01400019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL
Colors: WH, BK
DR #654150, AP #651150

**Contour Quilt Only Correction Pad with Pockets for Shims**
SRP $210.00 • Q011050019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654350, AP #651350, JP #656350
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)
E.A. Mattes PM Half Pads

The Mattes PM System was developed in conjunction with Peter Menet, designer of Amerigo and Vega saddles. The PM System Half Pads have all the same features and benefits of the original Mattes Half Pads, but the billet straps are replaced by a button hole on each side that goes completely through the pad. This allows the billet straps of a Mattes Quilt-Only or Light Flannel Pad to be fed through the button hole, making two pads into one unit.

*Small and Extra Large sizes are available by special order only.

---

**PM Half Pad**
SRP $220.00 • Q011100019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654974, AP #651974

**PM Half Pad with Rear Trim**
SRP $238.00 • Q011230019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #654970, AP #651970

**PM Correction Half Pad**
SRP $298.00 • Q011400019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #652281, AP #652281
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

**PM Correction Half Pad with Rear Trim**
SRP $320.00 • Q011600019
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: WH, BK
DR #652278, AP #652278
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

---

Girth Fitting

Girth fit is frequently overlooked in assessing proper tack fit. When using a short girth, it should come to no more than four fingers below the flap. This provides stability, as well as removes buckles and forms away from the horses elbow. Girth shapes should also be considered. Please see the selection and uses of Mattes girths on pages 35 – 37.

---

*Cause*

*Possible Consequence*

*Solution*

---
**Why a variety of girths?**

There is more to saddle fitting than assessing the horse's topline. The saddle position in relation to the natural girth position, length of withers, and the alignment of withers, shoulders, and elbows all have an effect on the saddle. E. A. Mattes has revolutionary girth shapes that address and correct the various issues that arise from certain conformation types.

---

**Asymmetric Girth**

Designed for horses with conformation of shoulder, elbow, and girth position line up, causing no room for the girth which frequently results in rubs and galling with a normal shaped girth. Anatomically shaped extra deep at the elbow for relief from any pressure.

---

**Athletico Girth**

Created to accommodate a horse with a saddle position that is quite far back and a barrel that causes the girth to slide back. The design allows the girth to stay comfortably in the correct position, rather than sliding back causing the saddle to slide back with it.

---

**Contoured Girth**

Made for the horse with correct and uncomplicated conformation allowing for the girth to sit in the natural position without interfering with the elbow.

---

**Crescent Girth**

For horses with a combination of a short back and sprung rib cage causing girths to slide forward into the elbow. The crescent girth shape keeps the girth from being pushed forward and gives room for the elbows, and helps eliminate galling.
E.A. MATTES SHEEPSKIN GIRTHS

E.A. Mattes Sheepskin Girths provide superior protection against rubbing, galling, and overall discomfort. The natural properties of sheepskin, including heat dissemination, breathability and the ability to reduce friction, make sheepskin the ideal girth material. Great for active riders, the Mattes Detachable Girth makes caring for your girth easier than ever before. Simply detach the sheepskin cover from the base girth for quick wash. Option to purchase base girths and sheepskin covers separately allow even greater flexibility for using one girth on multiple horses. (Couture colors are special order, see page 23 for quilt and sheepskin options.) Wash with MELP, see page 39.

* Girth covers should be frequently washed with MELP to maintain the quality of the sheepskin.
* Base girths are not to be used without the cover.

**Asymmetric Long Girth with Detachable Cover**

SRP $285.00  •  Q011500019  •  Item #853075
Sizes 50”, 52”  •  Colors: BRBR
Anatomically correct shape is contoured extra deep at the elbows with a wide centerpiece to provide extra comfort for the horses.

**Asymmetric Short Girth with Detachable Cover**

SRP $270.00  •  Q011450019  •  Item #853080
Sizes: Brown 26”, 28” & Black 22”-30”  •  Colors: BKBK, BRBR
Anatomically correct shape is contoured extra deep at the elbows with a wide centerpiece to provide extra comfort for the horses.

**Athletico Long Girth with Detachable Cover**

SRP $285.00  •  Q011500019  •  Item #853405
Sizes 50”, 52”  •  Colors: BRBR
For the horse with everything tapering towards the rear, making the saddle slip backwards pulling the girth with it.

**Athletico Short Girth with Detachable Cover**

SRP $270.00  •  Q011450019  •  Item #853410
Sizes: Brown 26”, 28” & Black 22”-30”  •  Colors: BRBR, BKBK
For the horse with everything tapering towards the rear, making the saddle slip backwards pulling the girth with it.
E.A. MATTES SHEEPSKIN GIRTHS

**Contoured Long Girth with Detachable Cover**
SRP $285.00 • Q011500019 • Item #853395
Sizes 50”, 52” • Colors: BRBR
Anatomically correct shape is contoured to allow extra comfort for the horses.
Other sizes and colors by special order only

**Contoured Short Girth with Detachable Cover**
SRP $270.00 • Q011450019 • Item #853400
Sizes: Brown 26”, 28” & Black 22”-30” • Colors: BKBK, BRBR
Anatomically correct shape is contoured to allow extra comfort for the horses.
Other sizes and colors by special order only

**Crescent Long Girth with Detachable Cover**
SRP $285.00 • Q011500019 • Item #853390
Sizes 50”, 52” • Colors: BRBR
Horses with a narrow front and small girth position, rib cage that springs directly behind the elbow. Usually short backed horses with little room for the girth.
Other sizes and colors by special order only

**Crescent Short Girth with Detachable Cover**
SRP $270.00 • Q011450019 • Item #853385
Sizes: Brown 26”, 28” & Black 22”-30” • Colors: BKBK, BRBR
Horses with a narrow front and small girth position, rib cage that springs directly behind the elbow. Usually short backed horses with little room for the girth.
Other sizes and colors by special order only

**Base Girth**
SRP $135.00 • Q01740019 • Item #853397

**Girth Cover**
SRP $175.00 • Q01920019 • Item #853396

**Base Girth**
SRP $135.00 • Q01740019 • Item #853402

**Girth Cover**
SRP $150.00 • Q01850019 • Item #853401

**Base Girth**
SRP $135.00 • Q01740019 • Item #853392

**Girth Cover**
SRP $175.00 • Q01920019 • Item #853391

**Base Girth**
SRP $135.00 • Q01740019 • Item #853387

**Girth Cover**
SRP $150.00 • Q01850019 • Item #853386
E.A. Mattes Sheepskin Girth Covers

Girth Cover with Adjustable Flaps

Dressage - SRP $125.00  •  Item #850606  •  Sizes: 26”, 28”, 30”  •  Colors: BK/BK

*Other sizes and colors available by special order only.

Jump - SRP $130.00  •  Item #850604  •  Sizes: 48”, 54”  •  Special order only

*Include measurement from beginning to beginning of buckle strap on core girth.

Provides an adjustable fit for a variety of girths.

Couture colors are available by special order. (See page 23 for color options.)

E.A. Mattes Sheepskin Girth Covers

Amerigo Girth Cover

SRP $120.00  •  Q01620019  •  Item #853120  •  Sizes: 24”-34”  •  Colors: BK/BK

Designed specifically for the Amerigo Short Girth (See page 8)

E.A. Mattes Sheepskin Boots

E.A. Mattes Sheepskin Boots

Item # Front Boot - 846001
SRP $280.00  •  Q011500019

Item # Hind Boot - 846002
SRP $280.00  •  Q011500019

Sizes: S, M, L, XL  •  Colors: WH, BK

Phenomenal sheepskin boots designed by Peter Mattes and Klaus Balkenhol. Provides
optimal protection and allows the joints to move freely. Sheepskin’s natural properties
reduce friction and increase air flow to the horse’s legs. The sheepskin lining can be
removed for easy washing with MELP. For sheepskin color options see page 23.

Girth Cover

DR - SRP $105.00  •  Q01540019  •  Item #850605  •  Sizes: 28”  •  Colors: BK

*Other sizes and colors available by special order only.

JP - SRP $135.00  •  Q01680019  •  Item #850603  •  Sizes: 42”  •  Colors: NA

*Other sizes and colors available by special order only.

Girth Cover

Jump - SRP $130.00  •  Q01680019  •  Item #850604  •  Sizes: 48”-54”  •  Special order only

*Buckles are included with core girths. Please measure girth at the heart girth.

Provides an adjustable fit for a variety of girths.

Couture colors are available by special order. (See page 23 for color options.)
E.A. Mattes MELP

Why MELP? MELP is formulated to protect your Mattes product by not only cleaning the wool, but by actually regreasing the hide which restores the elasticity and other properties of the wool and hide. While there are other gentle wool cleaners on the market, MELP is the only one specifically designed with the hide in mind. In order to maintain your satisfaction guarantee warranty for Mattes products, MELP must be used when washing.

Liquid MELP

| Item #757090-25 | SRP $14.00 • Q0170019 • 250ML |
| Item #757090-50 | SRP $22.00 • Q01110019 • 500ML |

MELP is a specially formulated washing liquid designed to care for and extend the life of Mattes sheepskin products. It is highly concentrated and biodegradable. Wash in cold water, gentle cycle and then air dry.

E.A. Mattes Accessories

Curb Chain Cover

SRP $14.00 • Q01180019
Item #759100 • Colors: BK
Provides cushioning and protection for the horse’s sensitive jaw from curb chains.

Sheepskin Insoles

SRP $22.00 • Q01110019
Item #250101 • Colors: NA
Sizes: S(Ladies 4-6), M(Ladies 7-11), L(Mens 8-11)
Provides cushioning, insulation, and shock absorption.

Saddle Fix System

SRP $18.00 • Q0190019 • Item #658020
One clip attaches to the pommel of the saddle, one clip to the cantle keeping the pad in place under the saddle without leaving marks on the saddle.

Sheepskin Seat Saver

SRP $146.00 • Q01800019 • Item #657500 • Colors: BK, BR, NA
Size: Universal. For extra comfort in the saddle! Elastic fasteners attach between the upper and lower saddle flaps to keep the Seat Saver in place.

Treat your Feet!

Sheepskin Mitt

With Cactus Cloth • SRP $26.00 • Q01140019 • Item #752126 • Color: NA
Double Sheepskin • SRP $26.00 • Q01130019 • Item #752127 • Color: NA
A great grooming tool for your horse and your tack!

Poly-Flex® Shims

SRP $12.00 • Q0160019 • DR #658240, AP #658040, JP #658440
Poly-Flex® Shims are 5mm thick and designed to be layered in the Mattes Correction Pads. Poly-Flex® shims are very resilient and do not bottom out like foam or other materials. A set includes two front and two rear shims.

Sheepskin Insoles

SRP $22.00 • Q01110019
Item #250101 • Colors: NA
Sizes: S(Ladies 4-6), M(Ladies 7-11), L(Mens 8-11)
Provides cushioning, insulation, and shock absorption.

Curb Chain Cover

SRP $14.00 • Q01180019
Item #759100 • Colors: BK
Provides cushioning and protection for the horse’s sensitive jaw from curb chains.

Saddle Fix System

SRP $18.00 • Q0190019 • Item #658020
One clip attaches to the pommel of the saddle, one clip to the cantle keeping the pad in place under the saddle without leaving marks on the saddle.

Sheepskin Seat Saver

SRP $146.00 • Q01800019 • Item #657500 • Colors: BK, BR, NA
Size: Universal. For extra comfort in the saddle! Elastic fasteners attach between the upper and lower saddle flaps to keep the Seat Saver in place.

Treat your Feet!

Sheepskin Mitt

With Cactus Cloth • SRP $26.00 • Q01140019 • Item #752126 • Color: NA
Double Sheepskin • SRP $26.00 • Q01130019 • Item #752127 • Color: NA
A great grooming tool for your horse and your tack!

Poly-Flex® Shims

SRP $12.00 • Q0160019 • DR #658240, AP #658040, JP #658440
Poly-Flex® Shims are 5mm thick and designed to be layered in the Mattes Correction Pads. Poly-Flex® shims are very resilient and do not bottom out like foam or other materials. A set includes two front and two rear shims.
E.A. Mattes Western Pads

Couture colors are available by special order. (See pages 23-24 for color options)

**Anatomic Long Round Pad**
with Sheepskin Underneath and Leather Guard
SRP $390.00  •  Q012650019
#659871

**Anatomic Long Square Pad**
with Sheepskin Underneath and Leather Guard
SRP $410.00  •  Q012750019
#658871

**Anatomic Round Correction Pad**
with Sheepskin Underneath and Leather Guard
SRP $460.00  •  Q013100019
#659576
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

**Anatomic Long Square Pad**
with Sheepskin Underneath and Leather Guard
SRP $475.00  •  Q013200019
#658576
* Shims included (6 front and 6 back)

The Mattes Western Pad is excellent for horses that spend many hours working under saddle as the natural properties of the sheepskin absorb shock, and are highly breathable. The correction pads allow incremental changes for a precise fit with use of the Mattes POLY-FLEX® Shims. The POLY-FLEX® Shims are 5mm which are designed to be layered as needed for precise, incremental fitting. Helpful when saddles are too wide, bridge, rock, or managing an asymmetry.

SPINEFREE® design means no contact or rubs in this sensitive area
No seams on highest grade sheepskin available
Absorbs energy and bounce
Ideal for pressure distribution
Airflow between the fibers equalizes temperature
The Correction pads have 3 pockets on each side
5mm POLY-FLEX® shims provide precise correction—not more or less than needed

**Sizes Stocked:** Large
**Colors Stocked:** Brown Quilt with Natural Sheepskin
Sand Quilt with Honey Sheepskin
Green Quilt with Natural Sheepskin
E.A. Mattes Western Cinches

There is more to saddle fitting than assessing the horse’s topline. The saddle position in relation to the natural girth position, length of withers, and the alignment of withers, shoulder, and elbows all have an effect on the saddle. E.A. Mattes has revolutionary girth shapes that address and correct the various issues that arise from certain conformation types.

*All Cinches: Colors stocked: Brown Quilt with Natural Sheepskin, Sand Quilt with Honey Sheepskin

**Contoured Cinch**

SRP $260.00 • Q011400019 • #854400

Sizes: 28", 30", 32"

Anatomically correct shape is contoured to allow extra comfort for the horses.

**Asymmetric Cinch**

SRP $260.00 • Q011400019 • #854080

Sizes: 28", 30", 32"

Anatomically correct shape is contoured extra deep at the elbows with a wide centerpiece to provide extra comfort for the horses.

**Crescent Cinch**

SRP $260 • Q011400019 • #854385

Sizes: 28", 30", 32"

Horses with a narrow front and small girth position; rib cage that springs directly behind the elbow. Usually short backed with little room for the girth. The crescent girth shape keeps the girth from being pushed forward and gives room for the elbows, and helps eliminate galling.

**Athletico Cinch**

SRP $260 • Q011400019 • #854410

Sizes: 28", 30", 32"

For the horse with everything tapering towards the rear, making the saddle slip backwards, pulling the girth with it.

* Slim-line by special order only

*All Cinches: Colors stocked: Brown Quilt with Natural Sheepskin, Sand Quilt with Honey Sheepskin
Tested to the limits, unsurpassed in quality and grounded in scientific research, the Equilibrium line of leg protection and therapy products have something to offer every discipline. Whether your horse is exposed to the rigors of the cross-country course or the precision of the dressage arena, you can trust Equilibrium to safeguard his most valuable assets.

When support, flexibility, and comfort are key, Stretch & Flex™ revolutionary materials are the answer. Lightweight, high-tensile strength performance fabrics with ultra-thin polyester membrane and elasticity, make it ideal so movement can remain unhindered. Stretch & Flex™ products maintain consistent body heat, blood flow, and compression in the horse’s legs during all levels of activity.

The materials allow excess body heat and perspiration to exit through the wraps at a controlled rate while standing. During exercise, the horse’s movement actively pumps excess heat and perspiration away from the leg. Stretch & Flex™ keeps your horse’s leg temperature stable, and cooler legs are proven to be less prone to injury.

STRETCH & FLEX™
FLATWORK WRAPS
SRP $99.00 • Q01497518 • Item #430101
Size: XS, S, M, L, XL • Colors: BK, FN, WH • XS is Special Order Only
• Soft and comfortable to wear
• Offers the support of an exercise bandage with the convenience of a boot
• Offers supreme levels of comfort while protecting against minor knocks and scrapes
• Breathable Stomatex helps regulate the skin temperature, so the hotter your horse the more breathable the wrap
• Extremely flexible so no restrictions are placed upon your horse’s movement
• Thick cushioned panels protect fetlock joints and splint bones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Cannon Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small (1)</td>
<td>18-20 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (2)</td>
<td>20-22 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large (3)</td>
<td>22-24 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra Large (4)</td>
<td>24-26 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NEW* French Navy

“The Equilibrium Stretch and Flex wraps are fantastic for my dressage horses. They provide excellent support while my horses are showing off their expressive gaits. These wraps are very breathable and light weight yet still provide super protection, what a great combination!”

– Pierre St Jacques
International Dressage Rider

Note: These are NOT intended for horses who interfere; please look at our Allsports (page 49).
**Stretch & Flex™ Training Wraps**
SRP $122.00 • Q01610019 • Item #430102
Sizes: S, MN, M, L, XL • Colors: BK, FN, WH

- For when your horse needs extra protection and support
- Offers the support of an exercise bandage with the convenience of a boot
- Extremely flexible so no restrictions are placed upon your horse's movement
- Breathable Stomatex helps to regulate the skin temperature
- Fetlock strap offers additional support and helps to prevent dirt getting under the wrap, avoiding rubbing and irritation
- Thick cushioned panels protect fetlock joints and splint bones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Cannon Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small (1)</td>
<td>18-20 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Narrow (2N)</td>
<td>18-20 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (2)</td>
<td>20-22 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large (3)</td>
<td>22-24 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra Large (4)</td>
<td>24-26 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NEW* French Navy  

Note: These are NOT intended for horses who interfere; please look at our Allsports (page 49).

---

**Stretch & Flex™ Exercise Bandages (Set of 4)**
SRP $92.00 • Q01460019
Item #430104
Sizes: One Size • Colors: WH

- 4-way stretch fabric prevents uneven pressure
- Cool Space liner reduces heat and provides soft, comfortable protection
- Keeps legs cool and dry

*NEW* French Navy
Why compromise on leg protection when you can have a boot that has it all?

There are many factors to weigh up when choosing a boot, such as breathability, flexibility, weight, and protection – BUT what if you could have all of those?

Introducing the NEW Tri-Zone Impact Sports Boots – the ultimate in leg protection.

We’ve taken the original Impact Sports Boot and redesigned them using the latest research and technology, added a choice of colors, plus a range of sizes, so this all round boot can be used by anyone, for anything.

Superior tested protection levels make them suitable for high impact sports such as cross country, polo and racing. They are so comfortable to wear making them equally perfect for everyday riding. They are easy to wash and dry.
Tri-zone® Impact Boots
Breathable Multi-layered Composition

The Ultimate Boot Test
Independently Tested in a Safety Laboratory

WEIGHT
Tested to be lightweight, even when wet! Heavy boots increase the effort the horse must make and increase the risk of injury caused by the early onset of fatigue.

PROTECTION
Tested for protection against concussion and penetration, applying the same force as if the horse was to hit a solid fence or obstacle or struck into itself.

BREATHABILITY
Tested for breathability to ensure heat is allowed to escape from the boot, as research indicates that high temperatures may result in damage to tendons.

FLEXIBILITY
Tested for flexibility to reduce restriction of the horses’ movement. Stiff or tight boots can affect performance due to altering stride characteristics and joint movement.
**Tri-zone® Impact Boots**

Suitable for everything from 4* Cross Country to everyday schooling and hacking

**AVAILABLE IN 4 DIFFERENT COLORS**
Black, Blue, Red and White

**AVAILABLE IN 3 SIZES**
- **Small**: 14-15.2hh (large ponies, Arabs and Thoroughbreds, Thoroughbred crosses)
- **Medium**: 15.3hh - 16.2hh (standard sized Thoroughbreds and Sports Horses)
- **Large**: 16.3hh - 17.3hh (large Warmbloods, and Sports Horses)

**Tri-zone® Impact Boots**

Fronts • SRP $130.00 • Q01620019 • Item #431202
Hinds • SRP $145.00 • Q01720019 • Item #431203
**Tri-zone® Over Reach Boots**

SRP $59.00 • Q01340019 • Item #431105  
Sizes: S/M, L/XL • Colors: BK

- Super-tough Ballistic PU Nylon outer shell that is extremely hardwearing, waterproof and rot proof  
- Protective Heel Pad made from non PVC Rubber is highly abrasion resistant and exceptionally tough  
- Anti-Spin Heel Button and shaped heel area help the boot stay in place  
- Shock absorbing foam liner  
- Double Hook & Loop Straps secured by strong stitching offer extensive adjustment for a good fit  
- Strap tabs for easy removal

---

**Tri-zone® Brushing Boot**

SRP $44.00 • Q01220019 • Item #431201  
Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL • Colors: BK, WH, FL • XS, S, XL are Special Order Only

The new Tri-Zone Brushing Boot is a great value, super-stylish boot, perfect to use every day for hacking, flatwork and schooling.

- Made from high quality neoprene for a soft, comfortable fit  
- 1 year guarantee  
- Durable PVC strike pad  
- Double or triple hook and loop straps for a secure fit  
- Easy to wash, easy to wear  
- Can be worn on front or hind legs as required
Tri-zone® Open Front Boots

Fronts • SRP $115.00 • Q01570019 • Item #431115
Size: Horse • Colors: BK

• The Tri-Zone® Open Front Boot from Equilibrium Products offers the ultimate combination of style and protection in a comfortable, soft-shell boot suitable for a range of activities.

• TriZone® Open Front Boots are designed and safety tested for their ability to withstand concussion and penetration whilst remaining incredibly lightweight, flexible and breathable.

• Using a unique combination of materials in a three layered protection system, these innovative boots provide an extremely comfortable, lightweight alternative to the traditional jumping boot.

• The boot is designed with two shock absorbing layers of EVA to reduce the risk of concussion injuries. The modern soft shell exterior is hardwearing and robust. An inner pillowed lining is perforated for ventilation to help prevent overheating your horse’s legs which can cause long term tissue damage. In addition, a TPU strike pad plus an integral TPU shield protects the vulnerable tendon area.

• This new generation jumping boot has been used and tested by professional riders and all materials independently laboratory tested for their performance.

• They are easy to fit, easy to wash and extremely comfortable for your horse to wear.

Tri-zone® Fetlock Boots

Fronts • SRP $104.00 • Q01520019 • Item #431116
Size: Horse • Colors: BK

• The Tri Zone® Fetlock Boot is super lightweight boot that has been specifically designed and developed to protect without restricting hind leg flexion. The boot is designed with two shock absorbing layers of EVA to reduce the risk of concussion injuries and a tough TPU strike pad for excellent protection without any impediment or restriction.

• Shaped neatly around the fetlock, this smart boot matches perfectly with the Tri-Zone Open Fronted boot incorporating a glossy TPU strike pad and coordinating recessed stitching.

• This new generation jumping boot has been used and tested by professional riders and all materials independently laboratory tested for their performance.

• They are easy to fit, easy to wash and extremely comfortable for your horse to wear.

Canadian Olympian Hawley Bennett Awad, riding in Tri-Zone® Open Front Boots
Tri-zone® Allsports II

SRP $114.00 • Q01560019 • Item #431104
Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Colors: BK, WH

• One of the most versatile boots on the market
• Very lightweight and breathable but robust - so light they float on water
• Innovative Airlite triple layer system
• Impact-resistant EVA outer shell and lining. EVA is tough yet flexible and lightweight
• TPU strips form protective panels to protect the most vulnerable area of the legs and are placed between the inner and outer layers
• Designed to be used on front or hind legs

Inside of the Allsports Boot
A lightweight and portable massage pad, which works by stimulating the muscles on the horse’s back by pulsing, vibration and stroking actions.

• Clinically proven to improve back flexibility and promote relaxation
• Shaped to follow the contours of the horse’s back, provides coverage from withers to quarters
• Battery operated 30-minute sessions
• Three different, easily adjustable programs that allow you to choose the intensity of the massage
• Perfect before exercise as part of warm up and after exercise to help with toxin removal
• Can be used to help alleviate back problems or anytime as a rewarding treatment
• Fits a wide range of horses and ponies
• Easy to fit, clean & store with a modern & practical sports holdall
• New high performance battery & universal charger*
• 2 year product warranty

* The new Equilibrium Therapy Silver Battery will work with the older style Equilibrium Therapy Massage Pad (black or navy in color), however it can only be charged using the NEW Equilibrium Therapy International Charger.

Replacement Charger for Pad & Mitt • SRP $85.00 • Item #433106-CH
Replacement Battery for Pad & Mitt • SRP $85.00 • Item #433105-RB

As reviewed in Horse Journal
“We really liked the Equilibrium Massage Pad . . . we could feel it working deep on the tissues, and we felt horses responded well to it.”
Equilibrium Therapy®
Equilibrium Therapy® offers a range of magnetic products that facilitate healing and promote wellness for your horse.

EQUILIBRIUM THERAPY® MASSAGE MITT
SRP $225.00 • Q011130019 • Item #433107
Size: One Size • Colors: GY

The quick, effective and easy to use Equilibrium Therapy Massage Mitt helps to promote relaxation, improve flexibility and improve muscle condition. For use on muscle groups in the back, neck, quarters and hamstrings.

- Battery operated 10-minute sessions in 3 intensities
- Stimulates muscles by pulsing, vibration and stroking actions
- Perfect before exercise as part of warm up and after exercise to help with toxin removal
- Can be used to help alleviate back problems or anytime as a rewarding treatment
- Lightweight & portable
- Easy to use, clean & store with a modern & practical sports holdall
- New high performance battery & universal charger*
- 2 year product warranty
* The new Equilibrium Therapy Silver Battery will NOT work with the older style Equilibrium Therapy Massage Mitt (navy in color).

EQUILIBRIUM THERAPY® MAGNETIC BACK & QUARTERS UNIT
SRP $375.00 • Q011850019 • Item #433108-GY • Colors: GY

- The NEW Equilibrium Therapy Magnetic Back and Quarters Pad is designed to promote circulation, helping to relieve stiffness, muscle soreness and increase the speed of healing in horses' backs. New longer length with detachable Quarters Pad which allows treatment over the hind quarters when needed.
- The Equilibrium Therapy® range uses clinical grade VITAflex® magnets, which present both positive and negative poles to the body and thereby encourage the constant repelling or attracting the blood cells, making them highly effective at keeping cells in an active regenerating state.
- Easy to fit, easy to wash and dry the Equilibrium Therapy Magnetic Back Pad can be worn all day or all night and fits under any type of indoor rug.

EQUILIBRIUM THERAPY® MAGNETIC CHAPS
SRP $170.00 • Q011850019
Item #433103 • Size: S, M, L
Colors: GY

- Soft magnetic stable chaps designed to help relieve stiffness, reduce filling and promote faster healing in horse's legs. Hardwearing, lightweight and breathable. Redesigned for the optimal fit, now in 4 sizes.
- Contains 4 high-grade VITAflex® magnets in pillow packs which can be positioned exactly where needed. Very easy to wash & store. Comes with a modern & practical sports holdall. Now with 2 year warranty.

Additional Magnets Sold Separately
Long Magnet • SRP $70.00 • Q01350019
Item #433100-LNG
Short Magnet • SRP $70.00 • Q01350019
Item #433100-SHRT
The New Equilibrium Therapy Hind & Hock Magnetic Chaps are soft magnetic stable chaps, specifically designed to help horses suffering from stiffness and arthritis, particularly in the hock joint.

- Ergonomically shaped to fit horses' hind legs
- Allows Vitaflex® magnets to be placed directly at the lowest part of the hock joint, the common location for hock arthritis.
- Providing cover from hock to heel, the Hind & Hock Magnetic Chaps are ideal for horses that suffer with arthritis of the hock, or are prone to fluid filled legs in the stable, tendon problems, splints, navicular, bone chips, and general knocks, bumps, and scars.
- The magnetic chaps contain 4 clinical grade, VITAflex® magnets in pillow pouches which adhere to the lining of the chaps, allowing positioning of the magnets exactly where required.
- Suitable for use in the stable overnight or through the day.

CRUNCHITS™

- Low sugar, suitable for horses and ponies prone to laminitis
- Manufactured under NOP guidelines, suitable for competition horses

 crunchits™ are naturally healthy, low sugar, molasses free, bite-sized treats. crunchits™ provide a wonderful variety of flavours, texture and aromas that horse and ponies love.

Made with strawberry, beetroot, parsnip, carrot, banana, pea and spinach, crunchits™ can be fed daily as a tasty treat or reward.
EQUILIBRIUM THERAPY®
Net Relief® for Figure-8

SRP $72.00 • Q01360019
Item #434100-F8 • Color: Black

- Horse Nose Net for Figure-8 Bridles to help relieve the systems of head shaking
- Improved 79% of head shaking sufferers in clinical trials
- Contoured mesh fits closely over the top half of the muzzle and is shaped to fit the cross over shape of the figure-8 noseband
- Once in place, it is unobtrusive, allows saliva to escape from the mouth freely and does not interfere with the horse’s breathing
- Can remain in place once it is attached
- Net Relief is allowed in USEF Dressage and Eventing competitions. Check current competition rules.

EQUILIBRIUM THERAPY®
Net Relief® for Micklem®

SRP $72.00 • Q01360019
Item #434100-M • Color: Black

- Horse Nose Net for Micklem® Bridles to help relieve the systems of head shaking
- Improved 79% of head shaking sufferers in clinical trials
- Contoured mesh net fits closely over the top half of the muzzle and is shaped to fit the unique shape of the Micklem Bridle noseband
- Once in place, it is unobtrusive, allows saliva to escape from the mouth freely and does not interfere with the horse’s breathing
- Micklem® is a registered trademark of Horseware Products, Ltd.
- Net Relief is allowed in USEF Dressage and Eventing competitions. Check current competition rules.

EQUILIBRIUM THERAPY®
Net Relief®

SRP $69.50 • Q01342519
Item #434101 • Sizes: Black: Pony, Cob/Horse, Oversize
Brown and White: Cob/Horse: ONLY

- Improved 79% of head shaking sufferers in clinical trials
- Contoured mesh fits closely over the horse’s muzzle
- Places no restriction on breathing or type of bit used
- Easily attaches to the noseband
- Comes with three nets
- Unobtrusive way to help your horse concentrate on the task at hand
- Net Relief® is allowed in USEF Dressage and Eventing competitions. Check current competition rules.
WEB EQUESTRIAN BRANDS

WEB PHOTO CREDITS

WEB WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING PHOTOGRAPHERS:

- Mike McNally
- Shannon Sarkozy
- Susan Fischer
- Sue Stickle
- Julia Wentscher
- Leslie Mintz

Images also courtesy of:
Amerigo, Vespucci, E. A. Mattes, Equilibrium

We are excited to introduce W.E.B. cover artist and partner Marion Tubiana, France. For additional information and artwork examples, please visit her site at: www.mariontubiana.com

AMERIGO CONVERSION CHART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CM</th>
<th>INCHES</th>
<th>LISTED AS</th>
<th>CM</th>
<th>INCHES</th>
<th>LISTED AS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>23 5/8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>51 1/4</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>25 5/8</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>53 3/16</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>27 5/8</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>55 3/16</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>29 1/2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>57 1/2</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>31 1/2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>59 1/16</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>45 1/4</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>47 1/4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>49 1/4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Placing An Order
To order by phone, call Monday through Thursday between 8:30am to 5:00pm EST, Friday 8am to 4:30pm EST.
Call toll free 888-637-8463 or 540-264-0154 or fax 540-264-0155.
To order by e-mail, contact us at: sales@worldequestrianbrands.com

Terms
Net 30 Days, COD, or Credit Card. A service charge of 1.5% will be charged on past due accounts. All accounts with invoices later than 20 days will be placed on credit hold until all overdue invoices and penalty fees are paid. Any account exceeding 60 days will automatically be credit card or COD. Any account that is not making attempts to pay or return calls will be set up on collection. Any fees or expenses incurred with collection will be added to the balance owing. All checks returned to World Equestrian Brands for Non Sufficient Funds will incur a $15 penalty fee.

Shipments
Standard carrier is UPS. Specific routing instructions should be given when your order is placed.
All drop ship orders are subject to a fee of $7.50.
Claims for errors in shipping must be made within 10 days of receipt of merchandise.

Orders
All new accounts will require a minimum opening order.

Back Order
Items temporarily out of stock will be placed on back order and shipped when available unless otherwise notified.

Pricing
All prices are subject to change without notice. We cannot guarantee published prices. We will do our best to keep you up to date on all current price changes.

Returns
World Equestrian Brands products are satisfaction guaranteed. All returns must be within 60 days of purchase date and have authorization before they can be returned. Please send them back to World Equestrian Brands before replacing the product from store inventory. No credit or replacement will be justified without prior approval by World Equestrian Brands. Returned merchandise may be subject to a 20% restocking fee. (Special order items cannot be returned.)
WORLD EQUESTRIAN BRANDS, LLC

230 west 22nd Street (Po Box 1025)
Buena Vista, VA  24416
888-637-8463
LOCAL: 540-264-0154  FAX: 540-264-0155
WorldEquestrianBrands.com